A Digital Race Car for a Digital World

Races today are won with data. The
ability for a driver to interpret data and to
converse with engineers in a language
both understand is oftentimes the
difference between winning and losing.
That is why we start with the multichampionship winning Ray Formula
Cars GR11, and equip it not just with
an Elite Engines 2-liter engine and a
Sadev sequential gearbox controlled by
a Pro Shift paddle shifter system with
rev matching, but also with AiM Formula
Dash 2 data acquisition and SmartyCam
video systems.
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Training Events

Lucas Oil Formula Car Race Series

The Convenience of Arrive & Drive

Basic 2-Day – The first step in your
driver development program. Two eighthour days of instruction combined with 5
hours of on-track time get you acclimated
with the art and science of driving a
modern race car. Available at many popular
tracks around the country, successful
completion of a Basic 2 Day program
qualifies you for a provisional SCCA
Regional Competition License

Today we race. For the karter looking to
move up to cars, The Lucas Oil Formula Car
Race is the most technically relevant step
between karts and bigger cars. For the more
casual racer, equal cars and arrive-and-drive
convenience allow you to focus on racing - and
winning. We’ll take care of the rest.

Whether your goal is a career or a hobby,
our à la carte programs allow you to
customize your experience with as little or
as much driving as your budget, schedule
and stamina can handle.

2 Day Lapping – Step 2; gain speed,
gain confidence or just learn new tracks.
A minimum of three 30-minute sessions
per day will get you up to speed, while
available post-session data debrief and
video analysis allow you to maximize your
results.

Practice – Two 40-minute sessions in race
conditions, with lap timing to let you see how
you’ve progressed and how you compare to
other racers.
Race Day – Think you’ve got what it takes?
Go head-to-head with other racers and find
out. Each Race Day consists of a 30-minute
practice, 25-minute qualifying session and a
30-minute race (each Race Event consists of
two Race Days).

Purchasing a race car and the equipment
required to maintain and transport it is a
major investment of time and money. The
Lucas Oil School of Racing takes care of
everything for you; we provide the equally
prepared cars, expert coaching and even
the hospitality. If you don’t want to bring
your suit and helmet, or aren’t yet ready
to invest in your own equipment, we’ll
provide you with a Sparco racing suit and
a Bell Racing helmet to use during our
programs.
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